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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
-
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrev:ia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or rnile) __ _______ ft (or mi) Tirne ________ t second _________________ s second (or bour) _______ sec (or hr) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hOUL ___ __ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg . 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mfcJ. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
" Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-'-s2 at 15° C 
and 760 nun; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec! 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2!~55 kg/rns or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord hI 
Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, 4p va 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD = Dst 
t q 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = q~ 
Q 
r! 
B 
a 
E 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is B, linear dimen-
J.I. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ftchord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the .corresponding 
R eynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ra1io 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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SUM.MARY 
1n analytical method is pre ented jor calculating the hydro-
dynamic impact loads and motions experienced by eaplane 
float s and hulls with scalloped (flut ed) bottoms. The analysi 
treats vertical impact at zero trim in addition to the more general 
problem oj the step impact oj a eaplane at po itive trim where 
the flight path is oblique to the keel and to the water urjace . 
A lso con idered are the transjormation required to represent 
impacts into wave . 
The analysis , which i equally npplicable to float hating 
C1'OS sections oj any shape, considers that the flow about an 
immersing planing bottom occur largely in transrer e flow 
planes which are normal to the keel. The equations oj motion 
are written in general terms and require the deteT1nination oj 
the virtual water mas as a junction oj the depth oj penetration 
oj the keel into the flow planes. On the ba is of a simple 
extension oj liTlagner's expanding-p late analogy, equation are 
presented whereby the section characteristics, which detennine 
the virtual ma ,may be calculated jor any given float shape. 
I n order to illustrate the applicability oj the analysis to 
practical problems , time histories oj the applied hydrodynamic 
load have been calculated jar specific impact conditions and are 
compa1'ed with Langley impact-basin te t data obtained in 
smooth and rough water with a double- calloped-bottom sea-
plane float which is repre entatite oj current commercial and 
service types. 
I TRODUCTION 
Investigations conducted by the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics during the past everal years 
have indicated that CLUTent seaplane design specificaLion 
are ina ieq uate and that more rational means are r eq uixed 
for predicting hydrodynami loads. In order to provide 
further information on the problem of impact loa 1 , an 
analytical and experimental re earch program i now in 
progre at the Langley impact basin, Lhe th eoretical pbase 
of which has r es ul ted in the inve tigations prcsented in 
ref rences 1 and 2, which deal primarily with V -boLtom 
floats. 
The present paper extends the general investigation to 
include an analytical method for calculating the loads on 
scalloped-(fluted) bottom floats, which is al 0 applicable Lo 
floats and hulls of other shape . Interest in this probl em 
820226-49 
was occasioned by failul'es ill the COUl' e of service operations 
of seaplane floats which had successfully with too 1 tatic 
te t in execs of de ign r eq uirements . 
The analysis derives the equation governing the vertical 
impact of a float at zero trim in addition to tho e for the more 
general problem of the tep impact of a caplane at po itiv 
trim along a £light path incli.ned to the water surface. Th e 
approximations necessary to represent impacts into waves 
are also con idercd. The equations of motion arc writtcn in 
general terms and require the determination of the ection 
characteri tics, which define the variation of virtual ma s with 
penetration, for the float und I' consideration. Ba ed on a 
imple modification of Wagner's expanding-plate analogy, 
equations arc pre ented from which the section character-
istics may b calculated for any given float shape. 
In order to illustrate the degree of applicability of the 
method, the results of calculation for several specific impact 
conditions arc presented in the form of hydrodynamic load-
time histories and are' compared with corresponding impact-
basin test data obtained in mooth and rough water with the 
£loat shown in figures 1 and 2. This float , which has a double 
scalloped bo ttom and conven tional line, i representative 
of current commercial and service types. 
FIG UnE J.- Yicw or sca lloped-bottom seaplane noM tested in the Langley impact basin . 
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FIG I:n E 2. - Lines of scalloped-bottom seaplane float tested in Langley impact basin. 
SYMBOLS rw translational velocity of wave 
TV total weight of seaplane 
~ distance parallel to keel 
1] transverse distance from axis of symmetry 
o 
coefficients in shape matrix for inner scallop 
coefficients in shape matrix for outer scallop 
cocfficients in serics expansion of u for inner scallop 
coefficien ts in series expansion of u for ou tel' scallop 
aspect ratio of immersed part of float 
i; penetration of any cross section measured normal 
wetted semiwidth at any station along keel 
resulLant force 
acceleration due to gravity 
length of fOl'ebody 
to keel from undisturbed water surface 
x horizontal distance 
y transverse distance from axis of symmetry (coin-
cident with 1]) 
z draft at step measured normal to water surface 
1\1 total mass of seaplane (~ 
virtual mass at any station 
impact load factor ( --~) 
(3 angle of dead rise 
'Y flight-path angle 
s 
u 
F 
v 
longitudinal distance from a given flow plane to 
foremost immersed point along keel 
time after contact 
. . (di;/dt) expanSIOn ratIO --
. dc /dt 
velocity of float 
local fluid velocity 
8 angle of wave slope with horizontal 
p mass density of water 
T trim angle 
ubscripts: 
o initial conditions 
ch at instant of chine immersion 
e effective 
h horizontal 
n normal to keel 
p parallel to keel 
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r resultant 
s for cro section at step 
k at instant of " i tel' keel on" immer ion 
v vertical 
calc calculated 
mod modified 
ANALYSIS 
When a long llarrow hape uch a a keeled eaplane float 
01' flying-boat hull penetrate the surface of a large stationary 
body of water, the primary flow of the neighboring fluid tends 
Lo occur in transverse plane (reference 1) which are essen-
Lially perpendicular to the length of the body, as contra ted 
with the largely longitudinal flow in the ca e of high-a pect-
ratio wings. In the present analysis the flow plane in the 
water are considered fixed in space and oriented normal to 
Lhe axi of the body, the effects of end los es and longitudinal 
component of flow being included as an aspect-ratio correc-
tion. Thi approach implifies the problem, e pecially 
when the keel line of the float is not parallel to the surface, 
ince it permit the flow in any given plane to be consid-
ered a purely two-dimen ional phenomenon independent of 
all other flow planes. 
The flow process within a particular flow plane begins 
when the keel of the iloat passes through the water surface 
and penetrates the plane. At all times thereafter, the 
momentum imparted to the water in the plane is deter-
mined solely by the increase in the iloat cros - ectional 
hape inter ected by the plane and may be e)'.'pre ed as the 
product of the virtual mass mw as ociated with the im-
mersed cros section and the velocity of penetration into the 
plane. In potential fiow the virtual ma s is determined by 
the inter ected float hape and may thus be considered a 
function of the penetration r into the flow plane. 
When a eaplane contacts the water surface, the resultant 
velocity is oblique to the keel. Thus, in addition to the 
velocity of penetration into the flow plane (normal to the 
keel), a longitudinal velocity component of considerable 
magnitude will also usually e}"i.st. In a perfect fluid, if the 
float is of constant cro section, moLion normal to a flow 
plane will not affect the growth of the inter ected cross 
ection and iL virtual mass . For any penetration the 
momentum of the fluid in a given plane thus depends only 
on the velocity of penetration and i unaffected by motion 
of the iloat parallel to it axis. Thi condition exists, how-
ever, only so long as the plane under consideration remain 
in contact wiLh the float. Mter the step has passed through 
a particular flow plane, the intersected cross section ceases 
to exi t and the plane becomes part of the downwash where 
it remain, thereafter, independent of the subsequent 
progress of the impact. As a result, Lbe force acting on the 
float is governed by the growth of the immersed shape and 
the motion normal to the keel, while the total momentum 
lost by the iloat is di tributed between the water directly 
beneath the keel and the downwash behind the step. 
On the basi of the foregoing application of the virtual-
mass concept, the following ections of the analysis treat 
the vertical immersion at zero trim of a float of constant 
cros section, in addition to the more general problem of 
impact at po itive trim along a flight path inclined to the 
water surface. In both ca e the weight of the seaplane is 
a umed to be balanced by the wing lift. AI 0 con idered 
are the approxima te transformations required to represent 
impacts into waves. The equations of motion pre ented 
have general applicability to any iloat hape regardles of 
how the virtual ma s may be determined. A subsequent 
section of the analysi deals pecifically with method for 
calculating the virtual ma for cross sections of arbitrary 
shape. 
IMPACT NORMAL TO THE WATER AT ZERO TRIM 
The simple t impact problem is that of the vertical im-
mer ion of a pri matic float when the keel is parallel to the 
water surface. If mw is the virtual mass in any flow plane, 
the total virtual mass i mwl, except for nd losses. From 
Le ts conclucte 1 with vibraLing plates, Pab t (reference 3) 
determined an end-Io correction to the virtual rna . Tbis 
factor may be wriLLen 1-211' where 1 i the aspect ratio. 
In the present problem, since the resultanL velocity is normal 
Lo the keel, the arne flow pJanes are in contact with Lhe 
float throughout the impact process and tbe initial momentum 
of the float is at all time eli tributeel between the float and 
the water directly beneath. Therefore, 
M+(1-2~) m,.l (1) 
anel 
.. 
-t" (2) 
The determination of mw and A as function of the pene-
Lration, a well as the solution of the equation of moLion, 
will be di cu cd in a u bseq uent ection. 
OBLIQUE IMPACT AT POSITIVE TRIM 
In an oblique impact along a flight path inclined to the 
keel, because of the component of velocity parallel to the 
keel, the same How plane are not always in contact with 
the float. A a result of the con equent 10 s of momentum 
to the downwash, the initial momentum of the float cannot 
be con ielered distributed oldy betwe n the float and tbe 
water directly beneath Lhe keel, as 'was assllmed in alTiving 
at equations (1 ) and (2) which Lherefore apply only when tbe 
1'e ultant velocity i normal to the keel. 
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Figure 3 i a chematic representation of the oblique im-
pact of a calloped-bottom float at po iLive trim. The motion 
of the float may be refelTedLo Lhe coordinates ~, 7], and 
S, which are parallel and normal to Lhe keel, or 1,0 the 
coordinates x, y, and z, which are parallel and normal to the 
water urface. The point where the step fir 1, contacts the 
wator urface i taken a the origin of the latter coordinate 
ystem. In figure 3, S i the depth of penetraLion of the keel 
(measUTed normal to the keel from the undi turbed water 
mface) into a given flow plane which is fixed in space. 
VVbile s may bo con idered attached to the flow plane, Lhe 
dimen ion S., on the olher hand, is a 'measUTo of the peneLra-
t ion of the step and moves with the float. The draft at the 
st p z i a projection of ss normal 1,0 the waLeI' sUl"face. In 
an 0 bliq u impact, therefore, 
fs= f- Vp tan T (3 ) 
In any flow plane the vil"tual mass is mw. In the flow plane 
at Lhe step, the virtual mas is designated mw •. 
On a two-dimensional basis, the momentum imparted 1,0 
the fluid in any flow plane is mwt ds. Differentiation of the 
momentum determines the force contrib uted by a gIven 
plane 
(4) 
For a keeled float at po itive trim, i1' the small effect of 
lhe scallops on the aspect ratio i negl cted, A icon tant 
during the impact and qual to tan {3/tan T, wher {J is the 
average dead-ri e angle (fig. 3), 0 that the aspect-ratio 
. f . . Lan T I . . 1 h COlTectlOnactor IS 1-2 tan {3' ntegratmg a ong t e 
length gives the total force on the fioat normal to the keel: 
( 
tan T ) ( .. (tI~T . r tI~T. ) 
F= 1-2 tan {3 s Jo mwds+s- Jo mwd 
(5) 
where 
K= _ l _ (1- tan T ) 
tan T 2 tan {3 
VU =:iI~-~- ~-
Vn = ~ 
.___-----_ Vp =[ 
~- ---------
~----­
~ 
-----
-----
---
Section A-A 
----
"Disturbe d sur ace at float Side 
---f-- ,Undisturbed s~r/'ace 
, ~ 
I /' - _____ ___ 
F IGl' HE 3.- Immcrsion of scallopcd-bottom Ooat. 
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During Lhe impact Lhe trim angl and the wing lift are 
a sumed e entially con tant, the la tter being cq ual to the 
weight of the seaplane lV. Therefore, applicaLion of 
ewton's second law yield 
(6) 
For a float of constant cro s section , 
Thus, the equation of motion may be wTitten 
-r W fo r. 
T? + mw dr. 
.n..g 0 8 
(7) 
ince, for a pri matic float immer ing a frictionles fluid, 
the reaction in each flow plane is normal to the keel, the 
total force i normal to the keel. A a r es Lllt, there is no 
longitudinal acceleration and the v locity component paral-
lel to the keel i is at all time con tant and equal to its 
ini tial magm tude Vp • Thus, difl"erentiating equation (3) 
giv 
( ) 
Applying equations (3) and ( ) permit equation (7) to 
be rewritten a follow : 
(9) 
Integrating equation (9) and ub titutinO" the relationship 
between rand h give 
and 
W (Vno ) Jr. 
- - ,- eA -1 = m dr Kg t 0 Wa ~ a (10) 
where 
A= V" tan T (J -~) 
no r 
For convenience in comparing the theoretical 1'e ults with 
e}.."Perimental data obtained in labora tory te tin 0", t he fore-
going equations may be rewritten in terms of the coordinate 
relative to the water urface. From figure 3 it can be 
readily seen that 
r = X sin T+i cos T (11 ) 
and 
~ =X co T- i sin T 
(12) 
Combining equations (11) and (12) gives 
. z 
r=--+K1 co T 
where 
K1=V" tan T 
= (Vho - V'o tan T) sin T 
Differentiating equation (13) gives 
.... i 
t= t.= cos T 
(13) 
(14) 
ubstituting equations (13) and (14) in equation (7) yields 
" (z+K1 cos T) 2mwa 
- Z = - --,-.."..- ---;;-;:---"---,--
cos T (~ + for. m wsdt.) (15) 
and equation (10) may be written 
W [(v.o + J{l cos T) ] fo r. 
- e"- 1 = m dt Kg z+ Kl cos T 0 rDa 8 (J 6) 
where 
J.I.=Kl cos T (V +i . Kl ) 
'0 1 cos T Z+ 1 cos T 
Under certain contact conditions the penetration of the 
float may become sufficiently great to require the determina-
tion of the effect of chine immersion on the later tages of the 
time hi tory. The foregoing equation are valid throughout 
the impact process and are equally applicable after the 
chines have become submerged. 
As the float penetrate a particular flow plane the virtual 
rna increa e until the chine reach the water surface, after 
which the virtual rna may be as umed to remain con tant 
and equal to it magnitu Ie at the time of hine immersion. 
Thu , after chine immer ion ha occurred the pre ecling equa-
tion may be applied with the following ub titution : 
and 
fo r. fo r.,. m w dta= mw dts+mw (ta-ta h) o s 0 a 'ch c (17) 
Appendi."{ A contains working equation for the two type 
of impacts treated in the preceding analysi in a form directly 
uitable for computation. The determination of the virtual 
rna is ba ed on a method pre ented in a subsequent section 
of the report, which is applicable to float cross ection of 
any hape. 
IMPACT I RO GH WATER 
A a first approach toward the calculation of hydrodynamic 
load in seaway, the preceding analy i may be applied to 
rough-water impacts if the initial conditions are deftned 
relative to the wave surface. For trochoidal waves with large 
length-amplitude ratio, the wave profile may be imulated by 
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an inclined plane tangent to tbe urIace at the point of con-
tact, wbich erves as the effecLive frame of referenc for the 
foregoing equation. 
Th e preceding as umptions fail to consi ler the internal 
orbital velo itie and di placemen ts of Lhe fluid particles 
within the wave and are therefore approximate. At best, th e 
proeedure hould be applied only to impact where the float 
contacts the wave about haH way between trough and cre t 
for those ca e where tbe trim i equal to or greater than tbe 
slope of the wave. 
The i.nitial effective borizontal velocity (parallel to wave 
lope) i given by 
(18) 
and the inilial efl'ective vertical velocity (normal to wave 
lope) i 
(19) 
where rw i the translational velocity of the wave and fJ is 
the angle of the wave slope with the horizontal. The effective 
trim relative to the wave is 
(20) 
With the effective initial conditions V" , V . , and 7 . re-
' 0 Co 
placing the smooth-water conditions Vii. , V .,o' and 7, the 
foregoing equations of motion may be considered to apply to 
impacts into waves within the re triction noted. 
For compari on with experimental data representing the 
actual vertical motion of the seaplane, the effective magni-
tude of the vertical displacement Z" vertical velocity i e, 
and vertical acceleration 2. calculated by application of the 
foregoing equations may be converted to the cOlTesponding 
components relative to the true vertical axi by the 
rela tionships 
z= Vvot+ (z. - V ' eot) (1- tan 7e tan fJ) cos fJ (21) 
i=V.o+(ie-V'eo ) (I-tan7e tanfJ) co fJ (22) 
and 
2= 2.(1- tan 7e tan fJ) cos fJ (23) 
DETERMINATI ON OF THE VIRTUAL MASS 
The preceding equations of motion h3.ve been written in 
general terms and are applicable to any float shape; however, 
before practical impact solutions can be obtained for a specific 
float, the virtual ma of Lhe cross-sectional shape under inves-
tigation must be determined as a function of the penetration. 
Becau e of a number of mathematical obstacle, a rigorous 
determination of the flow about such immersing shape is 
quite difficult and o'eneral solutions have not been obtained. 
In the specific case of the V-bottom, where the immer ed 
cross-sectional shapes in a given flow plane are always similar 
and the flow pattern at different degrees of penetration may 
b considered models of each other, the virtual mass can be 
determined from the results of an iterative olution made by 
IN agner (reference 4) to calculate the force on a V - hape of 
18 0 dead ri e immersing with constant velocity. The re uIts 
for the particular case of ] 8 0 were extended to other dead-
rise angles by the equat ion 
The virtual mass corresponding to this equalion may be 
evaluated quite simply by recognizing that, for constant-
velocity penetration, the force is clue solely to the increase 
in virtual ma s accompanying the enlarging flow pattern and, 
according to equation (4), is given by fm w. By equating 
' Vagner's force equation with the quantity tmw and integrat-
ing, the cOlTesponding virtual ma s for the V - bape is found 
to be 
( 
7r )2 p7r 
mw= 2(3-1 2 S-2 
In reference 1 a comparison of this value with planing 
data for V -bottom floats having different dead-ri e angles 
indicated that an empirical factor of O. 2 should be applied 
to the virtu al mass. The in troduction of this factor gives 
a modifted value for the virtual mass 
_ ') 7r _ p7r 2 
( )
2 
1nw- O. ~ 2(3 1 2 S- (24) 
Applying equation (24) therefore permits the force on a . 
two-dimensional V - hape inunersing with variable velocity 
to be determined a 
(25) 
In the case of more complicated eros sections, however, 
such as those of scalloped bottoms or floats with chine flare, 
the ill1JUerseel shape in any flow plane may vary quite irregu-
larly with penetration, thereby precluding the use of equation 
(24) for the determination of the virtual mass. In view of the 
pre ent lack of a more exact solu tion for the flow about 
immer ing curved or scalloped C1'O s section, the expanding-
plate analogy proposed by IV agner in reference 4 and 5 may 
be applied. This approximation a sumes that the momentum 
of the fluid eli tmbed by an imme1' ing shape is equal to that 
of the fluiel on one side of itll expanding plate in su bmel'ged 
motion having the same ,' clocity a the immel' ing bape. 
Th e substitution of a fla t plate of varying width for the 
actual shape is based on the conccpt thn,t the primary dis-
tmbanc of the fluid abou t an immel' ing form tal;;:c place 
in the immediate vicinity of the surface and is due largely 
to- the expansion of the wetted width. Thus, the virtual mas' 
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of an immersing cros sec Lion may be Laken equal to half th e 
valu for a plate in ubmerged moLion; namely, 
(26) 
where c i the emiwiclth of Lhe effective plate. 
On this ba i the problem become one of determining how 
tbe efre Live width of the plate varie as the a tual cro 
section immerses. This variation may be considered one of 
the ection character is tics of a given float shape. 
Calculation of section charaeteristics .- Early attempt to 
approximaLe th e virtual rna of V -shapes did no t con ider 
that Lbe watcr ri e along the side of an irilIDer ing body 
above tbe level of the orioinal surface and imply a sumed 
that the wi lth of th e equival nt plate was equal Lo the width 
of the actual cros sec Lion in the plane of the undi turbed 
waLer urface. In impacL calculaLion , n eglect of Lhe rise in 
determining Lb virtual mas may lead to erron eous r esult , 
especially in the ca e of calloped boLtoms or floa ts with 
r efl exed chines where, under certain condiLi ns, infinite loads 
may be predicted on Lh basis of this assumption. 
In order Lo consid er the increase in wetted wid t h ari ing 
from the di Lurbance of th fr ee surface by the penetration, 
it may b e assumed, as in r eferen ce 4 and 5, that the fluid 
particl e at th e surface move ver Lically upward and, clifrer-
en ce in elevation b eing neglected , that th e velocity di tribu-
tion aL the mface correspond to that in the plane of a fla t 
plaLe in submerged 1110 Lion. By integration of the eli Lributed 
velocitie , th e equation of th e free surface, the rise of th e 
water in th o vicinity of th immor ing hape, and the re ul t-
ing wetted width may be determin d. Becau e of tbe sim-
plifying a umption involved in th i procedure, the calcu-
lated variation of wetted width with penetration may be 
improved by tbe application of a simple modificaLion sub-
equently discu ed. 
On tb e basis of th e foregoing con cept , Lh e equations for 
determining the section charaeteri tic arc derived by con-
sidering Lh e increa e in wetled widLh in a given flow plane 
clue to Lh e eli turbance of the free surface . Figure 4 is a 
cb ematic r epre entation of a scalloped cross section in th e 
process of immersion . Th general equations governing the 
entire immel" ion process may be derived by considering the 
si t uation aL orne time after th e istet" keelson ha become 
, 
t 
I 
~-------------~h--------------------~~ 
~-------- c ------
I Secon d scallop 
~ C.k 'I 
• Fi- st ~ 
,Free 
sur foe 
~---c ~ter keelson· ... , scollop·- ~=t-------+----+-=--t~l-~--j"'r I { 
{ Cry, t ) { {,./ 
I 1 I ~ ==========~~'1=====~=====-=-=-=-~j-~---l m Keel 
FI Gu nE 4.- 'ymbols and definitions (or anal~' si s of immersion of scalloped cross section . 
symm etry i given in term of th e veloeiLy of penetraLion r 
by t h e equation for th e velocity eli tribution in th e plane of 
a fla t p late: 
(27) 
At any instant after init ial contact, t h e vertical displace-
m ent of th e par ticle from the keel is t(1) ,t). (ee fig. 4.) 
At th e in tant of imme!" ion of the sister keelson th e displace-
ment is t(1) ,tsk ). At any later time, therefore, the rise of the 
fr ee surfa ce from the k eel i given by 
(28) 
Equation (2 ) may b e evaluated by con idering c th e 
independent variable; thu 
and expanding the ratio d!;dt = ~~ = u(c) 
gives 
a a power 
(2 a) 
cries 
(29) 
ubmcrged. Tb e e:-.:p ansion i carried to five term in oreler Lo provide 
The woUed semiwiel Lh (eleLennineel by the inLer ecLion of suffi cient accuracy for typical float cro s sections. 
Lh e disturbed free surface and t h e ross section) i denoted SubstiLuLing equaLion (29) into equaLion (2 a) and inte-
by c. The local normal velocity t' , relative to th e fl oat, of a grating r e ult in th e equation of the free Ul'face wi th r cfer-
particle in tb e free surface aL a eli Lance 1) ~ c from th e axis of Bl1Ce to the keel: 
t(1), t) =t(1), tsk) + {b,1) sin- I ~- b21) "\ 1)2-C2+ 
. - I c] 
m ;J + .. (30) 
820226- 49 - - 2 
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At the iloat conLour C= 71 ; therefore , evaluating equaLion 
(3 0) betw n the limit and ub tituting give the displace-
ment from the keel of the inter cction of Lhe free urface 
and the cro section: 
b [ C2(7r . -I CSk ) +CSk 3C 2 2- sm C 2 2 2J+ C -C'k 
b 2 Z 2 C -CSk + [ 
( 2 2) 3/2J 
4C C C -CSk - 3 . 
in-I CSk)l + .. 
C -' 
(31) 
Tbe coefficients bl , b2, ••• may be evaluated by tb solu tion 
of the tem of equations formed by tbe ub titu tion in 
equation (31) of t he coordinates CI , t(c l ); Cz, tCC2); ' " 
of several point cho n on the contour of the scal10p. 
Till y tem of equation may be conveniently written in 
the matrix notation 
Bll B Iz B13 · .. BIn bl 
B 21 B Z2 B23 · .. B 2n b2 
B 31 B 32 B 33 · .. B3n b3 
.......... .. .. 
BmlBm2B m3 ... B mn bn 
where 
Bt l =Ci(~- in- I CSk) Ci 
B - [ C? (71" . - I CSk)+CSk t3-Ci - - -Sin - -2 2 Cj 2 
and 0 forth , and 
[L\t (C) ]1 
[L\t (c) h 
[L\t (c)h (32) 
. ... .. 
[L\t (c) ]m 
-2 2J Ci -CSk 
Thc coefficient det nnincd by the oluLion of equation 
(32) allow tbe calculaLion of u(c) by equation (29 ). From 
tbe definiLion of u(c) the relationship between the penetra-
tion of the cros ection.l (di tance between ked and UllUi -
turbed waLer level at infinity) and the wetted width is given 
by 
.I=.ISk+ J c u(c)dc = .Isk+ bl (c-CSk) +~ (C2_CSkZ) + 
~k ~ 
b3 (3 3) +b4 ( 4 4)+ bo ( 5 5)+ 3" C -CSk "4 C -CSk 5- C -CSk (33) 
from which Lbe sedion characte ri Lic m, y be compuled. 
Th preceding deri vation i general and applies to any 
given callop reO'arclle of Lhe hape or Lhe number of di -
continuitie compei ing the eros ection. Before thc ection 
characteri tic can be calculated for the immersion of a given 
intermediate aUop , how vel' , the free ur fac e exisling at Lhe 
instan t of iniLial penetration of that scallop musL be deter-
mined by application of t he foregoing equations to the pre-
cedi-ng scallop . 
For example, ill the ca e of a econd callop the q uanLitie 
.I (Ci, tsk ) and .Isk mu t be, respecLively , determined for the 
time of si t r keel on immersion from quation (3 0) and 
(33) applied to the fir t caUop. Thi solution in Lurn re-
quires the evaluation of the coefftcient fo r the fir t callop , 
a proc dure which i very simple since (he water u rface i 
ini tially flat and .I(Ct, to) equal zero. 
For convenience in application, appendix B contaill 
working eq uations from which the ection characteri tic 
may be directly calculated for eaeh callop of a double-
calloped float . The equation for determining the ection 
characteri tics of th fir t callop are similarly applicable to 
float bottoms having chine flare and no cliscontinuitie 
between keel and chine. 
The unmodified curve in figu res 5 and 6 represent the 
ection chara teristics calculated for the cross ection (s tation 
F ) at the tep of a cOllventional callopod-bottom float , the 
hape of wbich has been determined from table I and figure 2 
and i a,l 0 1 own in figure 5. The cction characteri ti 
computed by the foregoing procedure may b improved by 
the incorporation of a imple modification. 
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Modification of section characteristics .- B ecau e of the 
complexity of an exact solution for Lhe flow about an immers-
ing ilTegular shape uch a a ealloped bottom in Lh e vi 'iniLy 
of a f1' e urfaee, the ection character istics have been 
approximated by employing Wagner ' expanding-plate 
analogy. In view of th e simplifying as umptions involved 
in this method, th e caleulatedl'e ult may b e improved by the 
introduction of a imple modifi eaLion which re ults from a 
compari on of the virtual rna aleulated by application of 
Lhe flat-plate analogy Lo Lh e a e of th e V -bottom with the 
value given by the pl'eviou ly mentioned empirical cOLTecLion 
of LLe l'e ults of Wagner's iLerative solution for the arne ca e. 
It ha been previou 1y pointed out that calculation ba ed 
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FI GU RE 6.- Ca lculatcd variation of u(c) with wcttcd scmiwidtb for scalloped cross section . 
on a val ue of the virtual rna equal to O. 2 (27r{3- 1 Y p; t 2 
have given ubstantial agreement with tests of a V-bottom 
float of 22W ano-le of dead ri e (r eference 1) . If this .quan-
tity is interpreted to correspond with th e vil'Lual rna 
p7rC2 2 - on one ide of an ffectiv e plate of width 2c, the 
r elationship betw en the semi width of the plate and th e 
penetration of th V -shape i given by 
On the other hand, the application to the V-bottom of 
the flat-plate analogy employed h erein r e ults in a orn ewhat 
different variation of width with penetrat ion; namely, 
c=(i cot (3) t· T hu , for a given wett d width Lhe pen e-
tration calculated by th flat-plate analogy for a V - hape is 
Q.2 (~-1) 
times that obtained from th e empirical 
7r 2' cot (3 
correction of the .iterative olution. 
In th e case of an irregular cross section uch a that of a 
scalloped-bottom float, th e modification requi red to correct 
properly th e eetion haracteri tics calculated by applicat ion 
of the flat-plate analogy is obviou ly a variable depending on 
Lhe shape and penetration. In view of the present lack of a 
more exact pl'ocedur , how v el', it is ugge cd that the pre-
ceding ratio be applied a a flrst approximaLion, aL lea t 
unlil further r efinement can be effected in the m ethod. 
The previously calculated curve of t and u(c) again t c 
therefore have been modified in accordance wit h the relation 
7r 
'2 cot{3 
.\1lIIJ(J=--- .lea Ie 
~- 1 
2{3 
(34) 
TABLE I 
TABLE OF OFFSET FOR SCALLOPED-BOTTOM FLOAT 
{All offseLs, in inches, arc given to outs ide of fra mes and do not include thickness of pla ting] 
H alf·brcadth lJc ight aho\'c d a t u m Iinc lJotLom dNa iis 
Station tstion 
D cck C hine istcr Keel Chine Sis ter D eck D eck 
A R B, B , 
keclson kcelson sid e crown ordinat~ (inner) (outer) 
---------------------------
---------------
0 51. 5f. 5f . 19 19 19 19 19 17h 0 
A 2')1 . 4 I ~, 16)<1 173y'\ , 17;62 205 202Y.J2 J 5~ " 'I A 
I 3"1 . 53y'\, 2).1 . 14 Y.1 1 6~, 1 523~ , 21h 21 91. 14 Y.\2 6~4 1 
B 4 15 -32 h 351. J03 y'\, 14 2532 13' Y.\2 22"~ 223, II ' Y.\2 42 5.-32 n 
C 5)<1 lO~~, 4)<1 82~~2 135,. 11 ·,. 23·~, 231 ~3 2 9' Y.\2 2y'\ , C 
2 5' 31. I P i. 5Y.\2 7).16 12 )s lO ~i6 2.1"~' 24 72!--32 h 2 
D 6' )16 122°-32 60 i 6 4 ~~2 92·~2 7."1-32 24' ;6, 241 ~ 16 43s 22%2 4~~2 D 
3 7'~b 132;62 72}52 2y'\, ' y'\2 5~ 243Y.\2 25'1. 2H. 4}I6 6 3 
4 7h 14 1%2 ' % 2 %, 6'%2 3" 25Y-i 255 }16 4,., 7>, <I 
PC 7 ~:! 14 ~2 • 0 o's 35 16 25 l , 25" 0 4 9~, 7Y.\2 P 
5 7 ~2 1<I ~2 5 0 65, 35 16 25;. 255 0 4 ·~, 7Y.\2 5 
F 7h 14 h 8' 0 6' 351. 25h 25' 0 4 ·~, 7y'\, SF 
SA 7 ~2 13 15 16 2' ;62 2932 25h 255 37' %2 A 
6 7).-; 1 31S~2 41 332 10 1 ~32 2574 255s 35' %2 r, 
7 7} ltj 12;' H, 1331. 25~. 255 3 J 2~32 7 
7;' II' Y.\2 II ).1. 16;62 25 ; . 25 19 '3:2 28 )4 8 
9 62~~ 2 915 16 J4 ~ 18~ 25~, 259 1. 24' ).1. 9 
10 672 1 71 6 loyS 202'~2 25~, 25 1 i'~2 22 10 
--I 
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where f3 is taken as the a v rage dead-r ise angle (fi g. 3). 
The factor "';0. 2, which ha been omitted from the modi-
fication, i in luded as parI, of one of Lhe con Lants in Lhe 
equation of motion (appendix B). The modified ection 
characteri tics for th e calloped-bottom float investigaLed 
a.re pre en Lcd in figu re 5 and 6. 
By application of the relationship between the virLual 
ma and Lh widLh of tbe ct\uivalcn t plate (equati n (26)), 
th modifierl ection characLeri tic for a particula r float 
can be us d with figure 7 and the cq uation of motion given 
in appcndi.'{ Eto ca.lculate time hi torie of the bydrodynamic 
loads and motions xperienced by Lbc seaplane for as many 
impact condition a may be de ired. 
APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS 
In view of the Iact that Lhe pre ent analysis considers a 
float of con Lant cro ecLion, there may be ome question 
a to th e efrect of the pulled -up bow and afterbody in appli-
cations 1,0 eonvenLional float . AILbough the longitudinal 
warpincr of the float may be taken into account by more 
complicated equation, it appear that, since conventional 
float, and bulls a re e entially pri matic for a con iclerable 
distance forward of Lhe step, the bow will not caLi e any 
important deviaLion of the load from those 'alcLi laLed on 
Lhe basis o( con tan 1'0 ction for normal impact at 
positive trim (reference 2). 
The afterbody, on the other hand, may exert a much more 
pronounced infiuence on the motion of the seaplane, par-
ticularly in laboratory tesLing where, as is sometimes tbe 
ca e, th c Lrim of tb model may be fixed at very high po itive 
angle . nder uch conditions the load i taken almost 
entirely by Lhe afterbody while tbe fOl'ebody may not become 
immer ed to any appreciable degree until aILer the maximum 
acceleration has been attain d. At th e lower trims a soci-
aLed wilh tep impact, on the other hand, the clepLh of 
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FIGI:RI': 7.-Cu\ u\ated ,'adation of c.'dr with wclted ~miwidth for scalloped o • . 
crosS SCCllon. 
step, the keel angle of Lhe afterbody, and the rclaLivcly 
high longitudinal velociLy apparenLly combine to shi eld the 
afLerbody so that it carries very litLle load in compari on 
with Lhe forebody. 
imilady in fiicrht impacts, even though the landing 
approach may be made at high trim, the initial contact aft 
or the step generally re ult in a downward piLcbing of the 
seaplane to the extent that the main impact occur at 
reduced trim and correspond to a forebody impact. The 
equation presenLed may thus be considered to represen t, 
approximately, free-flight impacLs at high Lrim if the initial 
eondiLion arc taken 1,0 correspond with those at Lhe begin-
ning of the main impact. 
COMPARISON WITH TEST DATA AND Dr CUSSJO 
For the purpose of comparison wi th ('xpe rimen , moLion 
Lime hi torie have been calculated for s veral sets of iniLial 
condiLion corresponding to impacL-ba in landing Lests in 
mooth and rough water of a full- size scalloped-bottom float. 
R eference 6 describe the Langley impacL ba in and its 
equipment. The all-metal !"Vice float used in these te t 
has underwater line (see table I and flg . 2) very similar . to 
those of repre entative service and commercial types. In 
all ca e , the complete floal , including afterbody, wa Le Lcd 
at fixed trim with a dropping weight of 1:-150 pound. vVing 
lift was simulated by the action of a pneumatic cylinder and 
cam sy Lem, which was de igned to apply a con tant up-
ward force to he float equal to the dropping weight. 
Figures to 15 presenL comparisons etween calculated 
and measured Lime hi tories fo r variou impact conditions . 
In the figures the acceleration have been conver ted 1,0 im pact-
load factor ni. in mulLiples of thc acceleration of gravity. 
o 
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F'I Gl"RE .-Calcuhncd and cXpCriT11f'ntal time hislorr of hydrody namic impact load on 
scalloped ·boLLom fl oaL. Ycrtiea\ impact; smooth water ; 11"=1350 pounds; , ',,= 10.4 fect 
per second; I T,,,O=O (CN PCI' second ; r=O° . 
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In figure the calculated and experimental variations of 
load with time are hown for an impact normal to the waLeI' 
urface at zero trim. In thi case the te t data were obtained 
by means of a dynamometer tru s haying an eslimated 
natural frequency of the order of 100 cy Ie per second. 
The cal ulation weI' based on the mo lifi d ection charac-
teri tics PI' ented in figures 5 and 6 and employed an average 
forebody length of 6 feet to take into account the longitudinal 
curvature in the bow region. 
ince vertical drop at zero trim i the do e t practical 
approximation of a two-dimen ional impact and doc not 
involve a 10 of momentum to the downwa h tbe agreement 
between the theoretical and eJi:perimental time hi tories for 
thi case may be con idered a direct indication of the accuracy 
with wbich the virtual mass ha been d termin d. In 
figme the compari on indicates sub tantial agreement 
throughout mo t of the time hi tory and how tbe very 
harp inc1'ea e in load a the ister keel on penetrates the 
" LIl'face and a second peak of Ie ser magnitude at the instant 
of chine immer ion. An UneJi.1)lained irregularity of the 
oscillograph r ecord, however , indi ated a fluctuation at 
t= 0.045 econd whi hi not precli ted by the th ory. 
Figme 9 and 10 pre ent time hi Lorie for an oblique 
impact in mooth water at 3° trim. The experimenLal data 
for thi condition, a well a fox' all other oblique impacts 
pre ent d, were obtained by mean of an ACA accelerom-
eter having a natural freq uency of 21 cycles per secon L 
AltboLlgh the comparison in figme 9 hows good agreement 
during the early stao-e of the impact tbe a eelerorreter 
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FIG URE g.- Calculated and ex perimental time history of hyd rodynamic impact load on 
scalloped-bottom float. Smooth water ; 1\"= 1350 pound s; I'., = 2. ii feet rer sccond; 
\ "110 =55.56 feet per second ; 7=3°. 
indicated a continuing increase in load beyond the theoretical 
peak. 
AI though the re pon e of the acc lerometer to Lhe calcu-
lated impul e l1a not been evaluated, at lea tome of the 
over hoot is believ d dLle to in trument enol' or local vibra-
tion. A comparison in flo-ure 10 of the di placement and 
velocity time histories, measured 'inclependenlly by mean of 
a variable resistance lide wir ,show good agreement be-
Lwcen the calculaLed and experimenLal time historic. 
In an aLtempt to evalLlate the accelerometer record fw-ther, 
the mea Lll'ed acceleration time history wa integrated 
mechanically and the velocity variation thu obtained was 
compared with the calculated v locity time history and Lhat 
mea ured by the lide wire. The compari on showed that 
tbe three velociLy variations agreed very weli up to the time 
when the accelerometer record deviated from the theoretical 
accelerations bLlt that after thi time the velocity CLlrve 
derived from the ac elerometer recor 1 indicated a more 
rapid decrea e in velocity than those hown by the theoreti-
cal and measLll'ed velocity time historie. On the basis of 
this compari on it appears that the peak accelerometer 
reading. were high and that the acLual acceleration were 
closer to Lho e predicted by the analy is. 
In figure 11, a compari on of the acceleration time historic 
corresponding to an impact in mooth water at 7° trim and 
medium flight-paLh angle indicates fairly good aOTeement 
between the calculated and mea medloads during the impact. 
The theoretical CLll've closely follow the accclerom te l' record 
and both exhibit the slowly rising load during Lhe initial 
tage of the impact, the rapid increase jut before immersion 
of the isLer keel on, the reduction in the rate of increa~e of 
load as the outer callop becomes immersed, the oeCLllTence 
of maximLlm load at the time of chine immersion, and the 
teady deerea e in load accompanying further penetration. 
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A similar compari on i pre ented in figure 12 for another 
smooth-water impact at 7° trim but at lower flight-path 
angle. The agreement is fairly good except in the region of 
maxwum acceleration where the experimental data indicate 
a udden drop in load which i not predicted by the theory. 
Although the behavior of the float denoted by the acceler-
ometer in thi region would appear to be unlikely, becau e 
of ex,})erimental inaccuracie , the source of the di crepancy 
cannot be defini tely determined at the pre ent time. 
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V,,=55.2 lect per second; 7=7°. 
T ime historie which have been calculated for two con-
dition carre ponding to impact into waves are compared 
with experiment in figure 13 and 14. In both ca es the 
wave length wa 60 feet and the wave height was 2 feet. 
Figure 13 , which pre ents data carre pondino- to an impact 
at 10° trim, haws sm-pri ingly good agr ement with eX'Peri-
ment, ina much a the a umptions involved in the analysi 
con ider the urface of the wave to be imulated by an in-
clined plane. In figure 14, whi h repr sents a rough-water 
impact at 7° trim, the agreement i not quite a good beyond 
the time of maximum acceleration. 
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I n order to illu trate the manner in which eaway may 
affect the applied load , the calculated and experimental 
data of figures 12 and 14 are combined in figure 15. The 
two time histories hown rcpre ent impact made in smooth 
and rough water under imilar approach conditions and indi-
cate that for t he specific condition presented the maximum 
load in rough water was omewhat more than three t ime as 
great a that ncounter d in the corre ponding smooth-water 
landing. Furthermore, the time required for the load to 
rea h a maxwum after contact wa o.bout twice a great 
in smooth water as in the particular eaway conditions 
con idered. 
ince the calculated re uIts ar ba ed on a pri rna tic fore-
body, the compari on with experimental data may be 
lJ."VU'ACT LOADS ON SCALLOPED- BOTTOM SEAPLAl",<ES 13 
taken to indicate that, for conventional float configurations, 
the warping of the bow i not important and that the effect of 
the afterbody is small within the range of trim angles believed 
to be repre entative of the main forebody impact in flight 
landings. 
In connection with the behavior of the float dUl'inO' the 
later stages of the impact, a further examination of the time 
histories indicates that the measUl'ed reduction in load after 
chine immersion occurred seems to be more rapid than that 
indicated by the theory. While the analy i incorporated 
the simplifying a sumption that after the chine penetrates 
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a given flow plane the virtual mass in the plane remains 
constant and equal to its magnitude at the instant of chine 
immersion, additional study may lead to a more rigorou 
method for treating such immersion beyond the chine. 
Although it has been pointed out that the 10 al rise of the 
water should be considered in calculating the virtual mass, 
use of the geometric shape of the float may suggest itself as 
an approximation for the calculated section characteristic . 
Time histories which have been computed on this basis arc 
pre ented in figures 13 and 14 where they are de iO'nated "no 
rise" in order to distinguish them from the solutions pr -
viously di cussed which are labeled "ris"." Although no 
large di crepancies exist dUl'ing the early stage of the impact, 
appreciable differences between the calculated result are 
apparent after immersion of the sister keelson. For other 
. conditions, even greater differences may be encountered. At 
zero trim, for in tance, because of the instantaneous ex-pan ion 
of the intersected width, the assumption of a flat water surface 
(no rise) leads to the calculation of infinite loads on the float. 
In view of the fact. that present information is not sufficient 
to permit the determination of the condition and shapes for 
which the rise may be safely neglected, it would appear that 
the calculation of the section characteristics is desirable. 
Since it is usually of interest to calculate a number of impact 
conditions for a given float, the additional effort required to 
obtain the section characteristics should not be a erious 
drawback. 
CONCLUSIO S 
An analysis was made to determine the hydrodynamic 
impact loads experienced by scalloped-bottom seaplanes in 
smooth and rough water_ Although the agreement of the 
calculated results with specific te t data is encouraging, a 
quantitative asse sment of the method must nece arily be 
restricted by the very limited experimental data available. 
From such information it appe9.rs that: 
1. On the basis of the analysis, which assumes that the 
primary flow occurs in transverse planes and that the virtual 
mass in any flow plane is determined by the modified section 
characteristics, a fairly good representation of the load-time 
variation during immersion may be calculated for vertical 
impacts at zero trim, as well as for the more general case of 
impacts at positive trim along flight paths inclined to the 
keel and to the water surface. 
2. The analysis may be applied to approximate impacts in 
rough water if the initial conditions are taken relative to the 
wave slope. 
3. For conventional float configurations no eriou dis-
crepancies are intI' duced by neglecting the warped bow and 
con idering the float to have constant cross section. 
4. For the trim angles which are believed to be representa-
tive of the main forebody impact in flight landing the after-
body seems to have little effect on the loads. ' 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERO AUTICAL LABORA'fORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY OOMMIT'l'EE FOR AERONAU'l'ICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, V A., April 16, 1947. 
APPENDIX A 
WORKI G EQUATIO S FOR CALCULATIN G ECTJO CH ARA CTERISTICS 
The section characteristics, which determine the variation 
of the virtual ma s with penetration into a given flow plan e, 
may be calculated for any arbitrary float shape by mean 
of the following equation: 
First scallop: 
(Al) 
and 
(A2 ) 
The coefficient aI, a2, ... are obtained by solution of 
the ystem of eq uation repre ented by 
where 
AIIAI2AI3 
A2\ 122A23 
A3\A32A 33 
A 2 4 t4="3Ci 
Ai5=~~=CiS 
a l .I(CI) 
a2 .I (C2) 
a3 .I (C3) (A 3) 
an .I (c",) 
and 0 fOIth; and where Ci, .lCCt) are the coordinate of 
points cho en on the contour of the inner scallop, 
The preceding equations are also applicable to float and 
hull having no discontinuiti between the keel and chine. 
.econd scallop: 
(A4) 
and 
.I 1 ~:: = .1 Sk+ b, (c- CSk ) + ~2(C2_ CSk2) + ~3 (c3_ CSk3) + 
b4 ( 4 4) + bs ( S 5) + "4 C -CSk 5 C - CSk (A5) 
where 
The coefficients b" b2 , . .• arc obta ined by the olution of 
the y tern of equation r pre ented by 
14 
BII BI2 BI3 · . . BI n b I [t..I (C) ]1 
B21 Bn B23 · . . B zn b2 [t..I (c)lz 
B 31 Bn B 33 · .. B 3n b3 [t..I (c)b (A6) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . 
B"'IB m2B"'3 . .. B mn bn [t. .I(C) ]m 
where 
Bi l =Ct (~-sin-1 C;ik) 
B i2 =Ci -/C/-Cs/;2 
Bt3= C{C~2 G-sin-\ C;:) + c2k Cl-CSk2] 
[ 
2 ( ? 2 (Cl-CSk2)3/2] B i4 =Ci Ci , Ci--CSk - 3 
B _ Ct [ / 2 2( 2+3Cl )+3CI4 (7r _ 
15- 4 Cs k"\ Ci - CSk CSk 2 2"2 . - I C$k)] In -Ct 
and so forth , and 
and 
a"Ct [ I 2 2 ( 2+3(' l )+ 4 CSk , Ct -CSk CSk 2 
3c/ in- I CSk] + ... 
2 Ci 
and Ct, .I(Ct) are the coordinates of points chosen on the con-
tour of the ou tel' scallop. 
The same method may be applied to obtain imilar equa-
tions for floats with any number of callop or di continuiti e 
by determininO' the hape of the free mface at the in tant 
of initial penetration of the allop in que tion from the 
coefficient for the callop imm ediately preceding. 
The section characteristic calculated by application of 
the preceding equations may be modified in accordance with 
the relation 
7r 
"2 cot f3 
.Imoa=--:;- .Iealc 
. - 1 2f3 
( \.7) 
a previou ly c1iscu sed. T he facLor , '0-:-2, wbich ha been 
omitted from the modification, i included a part of one of 
the con tants in the equation of motion (appendix B). 
--------
APPENDIX B 
WORKING EQUATIO S OF ![OTION AND SOLUTIO OF TIME HISTORY 
Before particular olutions are Lmdertaken to calculate the 
loads and motions exp ri nced by a pecific float for given 
impact; conditions, the modified ection characteri tic must 
be determined by mean of the equations presented in 
appendix A. The ection characteristics are properties of 
Lhe float and may therefore be applied to the calculation of 
Lime-hi tory solu tion for as many impact condition a 
may be de ired. 
On the basis of the IIat-plate analogy 
(B1) 
where [C(O]moll is determined from lhe alculated ecLion 
characteristics a modified in accordan e with equaLion (A7). 
The factor O. 2 i the empirical correction determined by 
r eference 1 which ha been omitted from the modification 
and is included instead a a con lanL in the equations of 
motion. 
Difl'erentiaLing equation (B 1) 
dm10 0 2 [ (r) ] d [ (r)] O. 2P7r[c~.\J]moll (B?) -dr ~ = . p7r c) moll dr c) mod= [()] ~ ) ) U C mod 
In Lhe equaLion which follow, [C(n]mod and [u(C)]mod will 
be refened to a C and u, re pectiv ly. 
IMP ACT ORMAL TO TIlE WATER AT ZERO T RI M 
At zero Lrim tbe wetted area of the float in the plane of the 
water surface i rectangular; therefore, 
A=-.L 2c 
and 
Equations of motion.- If the foregoing expres ion for the 
virtual ma and the aspect ratio arc incorporaLed, the 
equation of motion (1) and (2) for an impact normal to the 
water at zero trim may be written as 
K 1+ M (l-c)c2 (B3) 
£l.nd 
(B4) 
where 
Time-history solution.- After the modified section charac-
Leristics have been caleulaLed for the float under con idera-
Lion by mean of th equations of appendL"{ A, peciilc 
time-hi tory solution of Lho variable may be obtained 
wiLhout recour e to sLep-by-sLep methods by the following 
procedure: 
(1) Calculate the con LanLs from the initial condition. 
(2) Sub titute succe sivo arbitrary value of the velocity 
r ~ to into eq Llation (B3) to calculate Lh corresponding 
valuos of c. For any value of c tho magnitude of.\ an 1 U 
ar fixed by Lho section characteri ti . 
(3) With tho values of Lhe variables calculated in step 2 
olve eq uation (B4) for f. 
(4) Calculate a ufficient number of imultaneou values 
of displacemenL, velocity, and acceleration to define the 
motion during the impact. (After some experience has 
been attained in selecting Lhe velocitie , only a relatively 
small number of points need be computed for each olution.) 
(5) IntegraLe th varia Lion of Iff with .I to obl,ain the 
time after contact at which each combination of the vari-
ables occurs. 
OBLIQUE IMPACT AT POSITIVE TRIM 
Equations of motion.-For the more general problem of a 
sLep impact at po itive trim along an oblique flight path, 
incorporation of the foregoing expression for the virtual 
mass into equations (15) and (16) lead to tho following 
oq uations of motion: 
(B5) 
and 
(B6) 
where 
K- _ l _ (1- tan T) 
- tan T 2 tan (3 
K1=(VhO - V.o tan T) sin T 
and 
jJ-=K1 cos T [v +i '+ K 1 ] 
.0 1 cos T Z 1 cos T 
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After chine immer ion bas occurred, 
(B7) 
find 
(B ) 
Time-history solution-For the general ca e of impact 
at po itive trim, it i not necessary to compute u ince tbe 
only ection characteri tics required are the variation of Cs 
with.ls and a plot of l r. Cs2d.l. against cs. (ee fig. 7). ftcr 
Lhe ection characteristic have been calculated for a par-
Licular float , time-hi Lory solutions may be obtained for as 
many impact conditions a may be de ired by a procedure 
imilar to that previously discussed: 
(1) alculate Lbe constants from the initial condition. 
(2) ub titute uccessive arbitrary value of the velocity 
l r. Z ;;;'V.o into equation (B6), solve for the value of Cs2d.ls, . 0 
and obtain the corre ponding magnitudes of Cs and .Is from 
the curve. A calculated value of the integral greater than 
rr.,. Cs2d.l indicate Lhat the velocity substituLed corre ponds Jo s 
to a time after chine immersion has OCCUlTed and requires 
the substitu tion of (B 7) and (BS) in equation (B6). After 
e· . 
chine immersion Jo '" c.2d.ls is a constant and .I, may be 
calculated directly from equation (B6). 
(3) alculate z=.Is co T. 
(4) With the variables calculated above, oh-eequation(B5) 
for z. 
(5) AfLer a ufficient number of imulLaneous values of 
di plac ment, velocity, and acceleraLion Lo define the motion 
dUl"ing Lbe impact have been calculated, inLegrate Lhe varia-
Lion of liz wiLh z to obLain the Lime after contact aL which 
each combination of the variable occur 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrowS 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Sym-Designation bol 
LongitudinaL __ X LateraL _______ Y NormaL _______ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= C;bS 0".= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
Y 
Z 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing ____ 
N 
O"=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
--
L Y----+Z RoIL ____ c/> u p 
M Z----+X Pitch ____ () II q 
N X----+Y yaw _____ 
'" 
W r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
Vs 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;rw 
pnLF 
Torque, absolute coefficient O(J= ~D6 
pn 
p 
7] 
11. 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= fT\.6 
pnv-
6/ P 
Speed-power coefficient = -V Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{~::n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ibjsec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2BOB ft 

